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Clinical Biostatistics Made Ridiculously Simple
Provides a conceptual overview of pathophysiology and mechanisms of disease, designed to ease the transition from the
basic sciences to the clinical years. This book will be a phenomenal learning tool for students in the second and third years
of medical school and during USMLE Step 1 preparation, but will also be very helpful to nurses, nurse practitioners,
physician assistants, and other health care professonals seeking to learn or review the physiological mechanisms of
diseases, their diagnosis, and their management. The accompanied CD, Differential Diagnosis, allows one to select a
symptom, sign, or lab finding and see all of the many diseases that could cause it, classified by pathophysiological
mechanism. By teaching basic medical science and clinical reasoning hand-in-hand in a simple, light, and highly accessible
writing style, this book provides an integrated and easy-to-understand approach to learning the science of medicine.

Microbiology Fundamentals
Clinical Radiology Made Ridiculously Simple
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The definitive guide for identifying fungi from clinical specimens Medically Important Fungi will expand your knowledge and
support your work by: Providing detailed descriptions of the major mycoses as viewed in patients' specimens by direct
microscopic examination of stained slides Offering a logical step-by-step process for identification of cultured organisms,
utilizing detailed descriptions, images, pointers on organisms' similarities and distinctions, and selected references for
further information Covering nearly 150 of the fungi most commonly encountered in the clinical mycology laboratory
Presenting details on each organism's pathogenicity, growth characteristics, relevant biochemical reactions, and
microscopic morphology, illustrated with photomicrographs, Dr. Larone's unique and elegant drawings, and color photos of
colony morphology and various test results Explaining the current changes in fungal taxonomy and nomenclature that are
due to information acquired through molecular taxonomic studies of evolutionary fungal relationships Providing basic
information on molecular diagnostic methods, e.g., PCR amplification, nucleic acid sequencing, MALDI-TOF mass
spectrometry, and other commercial platforms Including an extensive section of easy-to-follow lab protocols, a
comprehensive list of media and stain procedures, guidance on collection and preparation of patient specimens, and an
illustrated glossary With Larone's Medically Important Fungi: A Guide to Identification, both novices and experienced
professionals in clinical microbiology laboratories can continue to confidently identify commonly encountered fungi.

Acid-Base, Fluids, and Electrolytes Made Ridiculously Simple
The new edition of this textbook is a complete guide to parasitology for undergraduate medical students. Divided into 23
chapters, each topic has been thoroughly updated and expanded to cover the most recent advances and latest knowledge
in the field. The book begins with an overview of parasitology, then discusses numerous different types of parasite,
concluding with a chapter on diagnosis methods. Many chapters have been rewritten and the eighth edition of the book
features many new tables, flow charts and photographs. Each chapter concludes with a ‘key points’ box to assist with
revision. Key points Eighth edition providing undergraduates with a complete guide to parasitology Fully revised text with
many new topics, tables and photographs Each chapter concludes with ‘key points’ box to assist revision Previous edition
(9789350905340) published in 2013

Mims' Medical Microbiology E-Book
The new edition of this comprehensive guide provides students with the latest information and advances in medical
microbiology. Divided into seven sections, the book begins with discussion on general microbiology, followed by
immunology, systematic bacteriology, virology and mycology. The second edition has been fully revised and features two
new sections covering hospital acquired infections and clinical microbiology. The extensive text is further enhanced by
more than 600 clinical photographs, diagrams and tables. The book concludes with annexures on emerging and rePage 2/12
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emerging infections, bioterrorism, laboratory acquired infections, and zoonosis (the transmission of disease between
humans and animals). Key points Comprehensive guide to medical microbiology for students Fully revised, second edition
featuring many new topics Highly illustrated with clinical photographs, diagrams and tables Previous edition
(9789351529873) published in 2015

Ophthalmology Made Ridiculously Simple
The Seventh Edition of this nursing-focused nutrition text has been updated to reflect the latest evidence-based practice
and nutrition recommendations. Written in a user-friendly style, the text emphasizes what the nurse really needs to know in
practice. Maintaining its nursing process focus and emphasis on patient teaching, this edition includes features to help
readers integrate nutrition into nursing care such as sample Nursing Process tables, Case Studies in every chapter, and new
Interactive Case Studies online. This is the tablet version which does not include access to the supplemental content
mentioned in the text.

Microbiology
Cowan’s Microbiology Fundamentals: A Clinical Approach is The Perfect Fit to align with your course. Here's why: •The
author team includes a practicing nurse to help students see how the content fits in their lives and relates to their future
career on every page.

Clinical Microbiology Made Ridiculously Simple
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity,
or access to any online entitlements included with the product. Technological advances have taken testing and imaging to
remarkable new places—yet establishing patient history and performing physical examinations are more important now
than ever. This classic guide has been showing students and clinicians how to approach the diagnostic process thoughtfully
and systematically for decades—and this revised edition brings you completely up to date. Part physical examination
primer, part differential diagnosis tool, DeGowin's Diagnostic Examination provides the information and insights you need to
make accurate, evidence-based diagnostic hypotheses. Covering all physical exam techniques and procedures, this
updated edition shows how to collect clinical findings gleaned from the physical examination and synthesize them into a
differential diagnosis. • Covers the latest developments in evidence-based physical examinations • Explains how to obtain a
complete patient history and perform a thorough physical exam • Organized by signs, symptoms, and syndromes to make
finding what you need quick and easy • Connects symptoms and signs with disease pathophysiology • Facilitates efficient,
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cost-effective diagnostic testing using focused differential diagnoses This classic guide continues to effectively combine
current diagnostic practices with the unchanging aspects of clinical medicine.

Clinical Microbiology Made Easy
Microbiology For Dummies (9781119544425) was previously published as Microbiology For Dummies (9781118871188).
While this version features a new Dummies cover and design, the content is the same as the prior release and should not
be considered a new or updated product. Microbiology is the study of life itself, down to the smallest particle Microbiology is
a fascinating field that explores life down to the tiniest level. Did you know that your body contains more bacteria cells than
human cells? It's true. Microbes are essential to our everyday lives, from the food we eat to the very internal systems that
keep us alive. These microbes include bacteria, algae, fungi, viruses, and nematodes. Without microbes, life on Earth would
not survive. It's amazing to think that all life is so dependent on these microscopic creatures, but their impact on our future
is even more astonishing. Microbes are the tools that allow us to engineer hardier crops, create better medicines, and fuel
our technology in sustainable ways. Microbes may just help us save the world. Microbiology For Dummies is your guide to
understanding the fundamentals of this enormously-encompassing field. Whether your career plans include microbiology or
another science or health specialty, you need to understand life at the cellular level before you can understand anything on
the macro scale. Explore the difference between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells Understand the basics of cell function and
metabolism Discover the differences between pathogenic and symbiotic relationships Study the mechanisms that keep
different organisms active and alive You need to know how cells work, how they get nutrients, and how they die. You need
to know the effects different microbes have on different systems, and how certain microbes are integral to ecosystem
health. Microbes are literally the foundation of all life, and they are everywhere. Microbiology For Dummies will help you
understand them, appreciate them, and use them.

Clinical Psychopharmacology Made Ridiculously Simple
This book and companion CD offer 500 questions to help readers practice the skills they are learning and gain realistic testtaking experience for the NCLEX examination. Key topics are covered including tips to help readers tackle any nursing test.

Larone's Medically Important Fungi
A brief, to-the-point presentation of the most important points in clinical physiology. Enables the reader to see cardiopulmonary-renal physiology as well as immunologyand other areas as a clear conceptual whole.
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Clinical Pharmacology Made Ridiculously Simple
This best-selling microbiology deck is now more up-to-date and high-yield than ever. Each card features a microorganism on
the front and details its clinical presentation, pathogenesis, diagnosis, and treatment on the back. Full-color clinical photos,
schematics, and algorithms allow you to test yourself, identify pathogens, classify organisms, and prepare for end-of-course
exams and the USMLE Step 1. Use study time effectively with this flash card deck! Full-color photomicrographs and
schematics depict the morphology of pathogens, structural features, and clinical findings. Recall format keeps your review
lively and quick—maximizing study time. Algorithms on each card classify organisms for easy memorization. PLUS: Take
your study on the road! This deck includes online access to 70 bonus USMLE-style Q&A.

Pathology Made Ridiculously Simple
A clear, concise, highly practical and enjoyable overview of all of clinically relevant cardiology. History, physical, ECG (ECG
interpretation taught in just 40 pages), radiology, noninvasive and invasive diagnostic tests, and therapy (both
pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic). Includes interactive CD-ROM (Win/Mac Classic) with heart sounds, ECG
interpretation, chest x-rays, echocardiography and quiz.

Clinical Microbiology Made Ridiculously Simple
The book blendes the essentials of basic pharmacology and clinical pharmacology so that the transition from classroom to
hospital is less abrupt. Students report that the book is most effective when lecture notes are written directly on the tables
and margins, providing a single, concise guide for finals and the National Boards.

Study Without Stress
The book provides a lightning-fast review, in chart form, of topics for USMLE Step 2 of the National Medical Boards.

Nutrition Essentials for Nursing Practice
A brief, clear, thorough, and highly enjoyable approach to clinical microbiology, brimming with mnemonics, humor,
summary charts and illustrations, from AIDS to "flesh-eating bacteria" to ebola, mad cow disease, hantavirus, anthrax,
smallpox, botulism, etc. Excellent Board review.
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Organic Chemistry Made Ridiculously Simple
Textbook of radiology now includes luteractive CD with atlas of clinical radiology.

Clinical Biochemistry Made Ridiculously Simple
Medical Microbiology E-Book
Intended for medical students, this overall conceptual picture of biochemistry focuses on information with clinical relevance.

Saunders Strategies for Test Success
An up-to-date, clear, clinically oriented, and enjoyable review for all students of pathology and pathophysiology. Contains
numerous humorous figures, mnemonics, and useful tables along with clinicopathologic correlation, molecular and genetic
bases of disease, and high-yield knowledge for medical exams (e.g. USMLE Step 1 and others). An accompanying CD
compares pathology with normal histology through many color images, with links to the Internet for additional images and
information.

Lippincott's Microcards
The foremost text in this complex and fast-changing field, Medical Microbiology, 9th Edition, provides concise, up-to-date,
and understandable explanations of key concepts in medical microbiology, immunology, and the microbes that cause
human disease. Clear, engaging coverage of basic principles, immunology, laboratory diagnosis, bacteriology, virology,
mycology, and parasitology help you master the essentials of microbiology―effectively preparing you for your coursework,
exams, and beyond. Features significant new information on the human microbiome and its influence on the immune and
other body systems, and new developments in microbial diagnosis, treatment, diseases, and pathogens. Updates every
chapter with state-of-the-art information and current literature citations. Summarizes detailed information in tabular format
rather than in lengthy text. Provides review questions at the end of each chapter that correlate basic science with clinical
practice. Features clinical cases that illustrate the epidemiology, diagnosis, and treatment of infectious diseases. Introduces
microbe chapters with summaries and trigger words for easy review. Highlights the text with clear, colorful figures, clinical
photographs, and images that help you visualize the clinical presentation of infections. Offers additional study features
online, including 200 self-assessment questions, microscopic images of the microbes, videos, and a new integrating chapter
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that provides hyperlinks between the microbes, the organ systems that they affect, and their diseases. Evolve Instructor
site with an image and video collection is available to instructors through their Elsevier sales rep or via request at:
https://evolve.elsevier.com.

Clinical Physiology Made Ridiculously Simple
Written in an easy-to-read conversational style this book contains the keys to medical school academic survival, enabling
students to manage their time and develop optimal study habits.

Basic Medical Microbiology E-Book
Revised by a collaborative, international, interdisciplinary team of editors and authors, this edition includes the latest
applications of genomics and proteomics and is filled with current findings regarding infectious agents, leading-edge
diagnostic methods, laboratory practices, and safety guidelines. This edition also features three new chapters on
accreditation, Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex, and human herpesvirus 8. This seminal reference of microbiology
continues to set the standard for state-of-the-science laboratory practice as the most authoritative reference in the field of
microbiology.

Clinical Anatomy Made Ridiculously Simple
"All the ophthalmology necessary for the non-ophthalmologist. Includes interactive CD (WIN/MAC) with atlas of ophthalmic
diseases, as well as movies of common ocular surgical procedures (cataract surgery, lens implantation, Lasik, Lasek, intacs
surgery)."--Publisher description.

Microbiology For Dummies
Understand the clinically important aspects of microbiology with this full-color review Includes more than 20 case studies
The twenty-seventh edition of Jawetz, Melnick & Adelberg’s Medical Microbiology delivers a concise, up-to-date overview of
the roles microorganisms play in human health and illness. Linking fundamental principles with the diagnosis and treatment
of microbial infections, this classic text has been updated throughout to reflect the tremendous expansion of medical
knowledge afforded by molecular mechanisms, advances in our understanding of microbial pathogenesis, and the discovery
of novel pathogens. Along with brief descriptions of each organism, you will find vital perspectives on pathogenesis,
diagnostic laboratory tests, clinical findings, treatment, and epidemiology. The book also includes an entire chapter of case
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studies that focuses on differential diagnosis and management of microbial infections. Here’s why Jawetz, Melnick &
Adelberg’s Medical Microbiology is essential for USMLE review: 650+ USMLE-style review questions 300+ informative tables
and illustrations 23 case studies to sharpen you differential diagnosis and management skills An easy-to-access list of
medically important microorganisms Coverage that reflects the latest techniques in laboratory and diagnostic technologies
Full-color images and micrographs Chapter-ending summaries Chapter concept checks Jawetz, Melnick & Adelberg’s
Medical Microbiology introduces you to basic clinical microbiology through the fields of bacteriology, virology, mycology,
and parasitology, giving you a thorough yet understandable review of the discipline.

Clinical Neuroanatomy
A clear and concise review of the structure of organic molecules and their reactivity. -- Publisher description.

Clinical Pathophysiology Made Ridiculously Simple
A brief, practical review of the indications for and use of pharmacological agents in the treatment of psychological
disorders. Case examples. Chapter on over-the-counter medications and dietary supplements.

Microbiology Made Ridiculously Simple
The Manual of Commercial Methods in Clinical Microbiology 2nd Edition, International Edition reviews in detail the current
state of the art in each of the disciplines of clinical microbiology, and reviews the sensitivities, specificities and predictive
values, and subsequently the effectiveness, of commercially available methods – both manual and automated. This text
allows the user to easily summarize the available methods in any particular field, or for a specific pathogen – for example,
what to use for an Influenza test, a Legionella test, or what instrument to use for identification or for an antibiotic
susceptibility test. The Manual of Commercial Methods in Clinical Microbiology, 2nd Edition, International Edition presents a
wealth of relevant information to clinical pathologists, directors and supervisors of clinical microbiology, infectious disease
physicians, point-of-care laboratories, professionals using industrial applications of diagnostic microbiology and other
healthcare providers. The content will allow professionals to analyze all commercially available methods to determine which
works best in their particular laboratory, hospital, clinic, or setting. Updated to appeal to an international audience, The
Manual of Commercial Methods in Clinical Microbiology, 2nd Edition, International Edition is an invaluable reference to those
in the health science and medical fields.

Manual of Commercial Methods in Clinical Microbiology
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Manual of Clinical Microbiology 2 Volume Set, 2 Volume Set
Authored by the lead author of the bestselling Medical Microbiology and written in the same tradition, Basic Medical
Microbiology was designed as a straight-forward, practical introduction to this difficult topic. It provides students with a firm
foundation in the principles and applications of microbiology, serving as an effective prep tool for examinations and the
transition into clinical application. Carefully curated contents focus on the most commonly observed and tested organisms
and diseases. Differential diagnosis, organism classification overview, and a list of antimicrobials used to treat infections are
provided in the introductory chapter of each organism section, reinforcing the clinical application and relevance. Organized
by organism; focuses on the association between an organism and disease. Concise tables and high-quality illustrations
offer visual guidance and an easy review of key material. Clinical cases reinforce the clinical significance of each organism.
Includes multiple-choice questions to aid in self-assessment and examination preparation.

Review of Medical Microbiology and Immunology, Sixteenth Edition
Immunology Made Ridiculously Simple
Microbiology: A Systems Approach is a microbiology text for non-science/allied health majors with a body systems approach
to the disease chapters. It is known for its engaging writing style, instructional art program and focus on active learning. Its
unique organization in the disease chapters presents students with information in the way they would encounter it in a
clinical setting, instead of separating disease information by taxonomy.

Paniker's Textbook of Medical Parasitology
This text is written in a conversational style for rapid assimilation; includes numerous figures and summary charts at the
end of each chapter; concentrates on clinical and infectious disease issues; and is organized to promote learning based on
logical pathophysiology.

Critical Care and Hospitalist Medicine Made Ridiculously Simple
A systemic approach to clinical anatomy with a high picture-to-text ratio. Learning occurs through conceptual diagrams,
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ridiculous associations, and a strong focus on clinical relevance

NCLEX-RN Made Ridiculously Simple
Master the Fundamentals of Microbiology with This Concise Learning Guide Covered in the Microbiology Made Easy guide
are the following areas: - The common characteristics of microorganisms. - How microbes are different from one another. The processes quintessential to microbial life. - The diversity of microbial life. - The ways in which microbes impact our lives.
- How microbes are identified and classified. - The clinical manifestations, diagnostics, and virulence factors of clinically
significant microbes. - How diseases caused by microbes are treated. - The types, structure, and replication of viruses. - The
functioning of the different parasites and the diseases they cause. - The types of fungi and their implications for humans
and plants. - And much more! The ultimate aim of this book is to kick-start your understanding of microbial life. It is tailored
toward the lifelong learner and explorer. It can also be used by students dipping into the subject, along with their core
microbiology text - or as a convenient review tool! Kickstart Your Microbiology Mastery Now!

Essentials of Medical Microbiology
Learn all the microbiology and basic immunology concepts you need to know for your courses and exams. Now fully revised
and updated, Mims’ clinically relevant, systems-based approach and abundant colour illustrations make this complex
subject easy to understand and remember. Learn about infections in the context of major body systems and understand
why these are environments in which microbes can establish themselves, flourish, and give rise to pathologic changes. This
systems-based approach to microbiology employs integrated and case-based teaching that places the ‘bug parade’ into a
clinical context. Effectively review for problem-based courses with the help of chapter introductions and ‘Lessons in
Microbiology’ text boxes that highlight the clinical relevance of the material, offer easy access to key concepts, and provide
valuable review tools. Approach microbiology by body system or by pathogen through the accompanying electronic
‘Pathogen Parade’ – a quickly searchable, cross-referenced glossary of viruses, bacteria and fungi A new electronic ‘Vaccine
Parade’ offers quick-reference coverage of the most commonly used vaccines in current clinical practice Deepen your
understanding of epidemiology and the important role it plays in providing evidence-based identification of key risk factors
for disease and targets for preventative medicine. Grasp and retain vital concepts easily, with a user-friendly colour coded
format, succinct text, key concept boxes, and dynamic illustrations. New and enhanced information reflects the growing
importance of the human microbiota and latest molecular approaches Access the complete contents on the go via the
accompanying interactive eBook, with a range of bonus materials to enhance learning and retention – includes selfassessment materials and clinical cases to check your understanding and aid exam preparation.
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Jawetz Melnick & Adelbergs Medical Microbiology 27 E
A brief overview of the basic science and clinical aspects of immunology. The basic science section is a clear presentation of
innate and adaptive immunity, immune cells, antibodies and antigens, and other components of the immune system and
their interactions. The clinical section clarifies hypersensitivity, autoimmunity, immunodeficiency, common diagnostic tests,
vaccination, transplantation, and tumor immunology.

Medical Boards Step 2
The most important points in clinical biostatistics, presented intuitively with clinical examples. Valuable not only for
biostatistics courses and medical Board review, but for providing a lasting clear approach to interpreting medical research
reports.

Rheumatology Made Ridiculously Simple
Clinical Cardiology Made Ridiculously Simple
This now-classic text presents the most relevant points in clinical neuroanatomy with mnemonics, humor and case
presentations. For neuroanatomy courses and Board review.
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